
MN MESSAGE SENDER CERTIFICATION

+  training to prepare for the certification exam. The 
+  course can be accessed at any time and any place. 
+  Work through the training at your own pace.

+  Course lessons contain tutorials that explain the 
+  background of notifications and walk you through 
+  the steps in sending notifications.

+  Best practice documentation gives you insight into 
+  creating effective messaging from experts in mass 
+  notification.

+  Quizzes for each of the course topics reinforce 
+  the training

WHY CERTIFICATION?

+  Sending a message with Everbridge Mass 
Notification is very simple. The certification 

+  process is meant to demonstrate the applicant’s 
+  understanding of the full versatility and best 
+  practices involved in creating and send messages.

+  There are institutions that need to be confident 
+  that key employees can safely and accurately 
+  utilize the full range of notifications tools available 
+  in the Everbridge Suite.

PREPARATION

+  Message Sender Certification course in 
Everbridge University provides on-demand 

VISIT   WWW.EVERBRIDGE.COM 
CALL   +1-818-230-9700 
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Everbridge MN Message Sender Certification enables users to demonstrate their knowledge of the range of features in 
Everbridge Mass Notification, how to use them, and the best practices for creating and sending messages.



MN MESSAGE SENDER CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATION EXAM

+  Exam questions cover the broad range of topics in 
+  the Message Sender Certification course.

+  Applicants must pass each of the topic areas to 
+  ensure they are knowledgeable in all areas of 
+  sending messages, not just some.

+  Exam is delivered online from a third-party testing 
+  service

CERTIFIED MN MESSAGE SENDERS

+  Join the ranks of certified Everbridge MN Message 
+  Senders, recognized by Everbridge.

+  Receive a certificate verifying their passing of the 
+  certification exam.

+  Display the Everbridge MN Message Sender logo 
+  on business and personal materials to identify them 
+  as certified message senders.

MN Message Sender Certification is part of 
Everbridge University and is available at no charge to 
Everbridge customers and partners. 

About Everbridge

Everbridge is a leading unified critical communications platform trusted by corporations and communities of all sizes that need to reach the right people for immediate action, 
collaboration, and decision-making. Connecting millions of people and internet-connected devices, the company provides reassurance that secure, compliant messages are 
delivered, locally and globally, received and responded to, no matter the recipient’s location. Everbridge is based in Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Beijing and London. 

VISIT   WWW.EVERBRIDGE.COM 
CALL   +1-818-230-9700 

For a full product description, along with best practices and product details please see the Everbridge User Guide and Everbridge University.
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